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All the arrows to the le� are down.
I’m not sure I’ve seen this before!
Nevertheless these figures
represent what has happened over
the last month. And what a
turbulent month it has been, as
everyone will know.
What really ma�ers now, though, is
what has happened over the last
couple of weeks, and the good news
is that the market is be�er than it
was a�er the ini�al Covid 19-
induced crash. As can be seen from
the EU data on page 2 prices for the
main commodi�es have moved up
over this period - not by much,
admi�edly, but enough to put more
distance between real market prices
and interven�on levels. And that,
from a morale point of view at least,
is important.
Not that it will help many of you
with your milk cheques. And what a
range there is now - as can be seen
on page 4, and the graph opposite of
the aligned v non-aligned
differen�al. Those processors
exposed to commodity pricing and
the food service markets will have
paid around 16 to 18p, probably,
depending on what B litres they
allocate on both a volume and a
pricing scale. At the top end of the
scale Arla are s�ll over 28p on a
standard litre. I have never known it
so wide between non-aligned
processors.
And the cheese market remains firm
too. Under pressure, but firm. So
those supplying cheesemakers
should be OK for a month or two at
reasonable prices.



UK / EU real market trends

Stabilisa�on. That’s where the EU markets seem to be at the moment with bu�er and SMP both
increasing this week - SMP for the second week in a row. A number of factors will be responsible - the
ini�al panic is over and buyers are becoming used to a new norm; milk reduc�on schemes are in play
across Europe (to varying degrees of effec�veness) and the introduc�on of PSA by the EU will have
steadied nerves further.
However it is probably fair to say that PSA won’t be a cure for the market ills, as it is not as a�rac�ve
to processors as it could have been as the payment terms are lower than in previous years and the
overall budget is limited.

Six weeks ago UK farmgate prices
based on the EU futures were
trending towards the 25.61p level,
but they are now at 20.74p, which
is a drop of nearly 5p.
Factoring NZ futures prices puts
the current prospects at 22.55p,
which is a fall of 3.3p.

Futures prospects flatline at 20 - 22p s�ll



The GDT fell pre�y heavily at the second April auc�on, being down 4.2% compared to an increase of
1.2% at the first auc�on. The average price was $2836 compared to $2969 at the previous auc�on.
Despite the he�y fall there was a decent result for Arla’s EU SMP - it traded at €1,977, up €15 on the
last auc�on.

Prices convert into a UK equivalent price of around 25.5ppl, or, with the NZ futures included, around
26p:

EU futures for the next six months, when
converted into AMPE, have flatlined compared to
a month ago, for both EU and NZ futures. EU
prices range from a low of 20.00p to a high of
21.30p, when 2ppl has been allocated for
transport but before a processor margin and
futures trading costs have been accounted for. NZ
futures prices maintain a decent premium over
EU prices.
Most Uk farmers should secure a net farmgate
price a few pence higher than these futures
would suggest, however.

What do the futures markets say?

What does the GDT say?



Disclaimer: The informa�on in the bulle�n has been prepared and interpreted using the best and most up to date informa�on
available at the �me, but is subject to change in line the daily movements in the market. It should be used as a guide only.

NI Milk volumes con�nue to outperform GB
UK milk volumes for the last month have averaged 43.19m litres per day, down 2.3% on the same
period last year. But GB milk volumes have averaged 35.76m litres per day, down 3.4%.

It means Northern Ireland volumes are outperforming GB, and are es�mated to have averaged
7.44m litres per day for the period, UP nearly 4% on last year.

NI volumes are now accoun�ng for 17.9% of the UK's output - a record high propor�on.

Milk prices hold for most, crash for some
The collapse in some markets
as a result of coronavirus has
plunged exposed processors
into unchartered waters, with
their B prices collapsing into
single figures and the
percentage of the A prices
increasing to 50 - 60%. This
has resulted in overall prices
believed to be in the 16 - 18p
range.
However other companies
have held their prices - at least
at the moment, although Arla
has imposed a slight reduc�on
of less than 1ppl.
It means the gap between the
best non-aligned price and
the worse is thought to be
over 12ppl.

Es�mated


